nearly definition of nearly by merriam webster - nearly definition is in a close manner or relationship how to use nearly in a sentence, missing massachusetts dog found nearly 8 months later and - a dog with an amazing story has been reunited with his owner after nearly eight months apart, california man who faked suicide to avoid child abuse - a california sex offender evading law enforcement for nearly three years by faking his own suicide was finally caught living in a storage container in, scientists on a sailboat just found nearly 200 000 viruses - scientists aboard a single sailboat have identified nearly 200 000 marine virus species increasing the number of known marine viruses from the 15 000, scientists on a sailboat just found nearly 200 000 viruses - scientists aboard a single sailboat have identified nearly 200 000 marine virus species increasing the number of known marine viruses from the 15 000, woman found dead nearly decapitated in possible ax attack - a woman was found dead and partially decapitated in a brooklyn apartment after apparently being attacked with an ax in what police say was a brutal vicious attack, pregnant whale found with nearly 50 pounds of plastic - a pregnant sperm whale found dead on an island in italy carried nearly 50 pounds of plastic in her stomach the nation s environment minister and a marine, nearly 50 dogs rescued from mercer county home 10 dogs - nearly 50 dogs rescued from mercer county home 10 dogs found dead mercer county humane agency says dogs will eventually be put up for adoption, bengal turtles nearly extinct in the wild found in north - kolkata a species of turtle that is believed to be nearly extinct in the wild and found only in tanks at two locations kamakhya temple in guwahati, topeka elementary class puts message in a bottle found - a message put in the water nearly 26 years ago is found hundreds of miles away i saw a bottle with a piece of paper in it thinking like maybe it s just a, wwi german u boat found nearly intact off belgium coast - marine archaeologists have uncovered the wreck of a world war i german u boat off the coast of belgium, jayme closs wisconsin girl found alive in douglas county - a 13 year old girl has been found alive nearly three months after her parents were found murdered in their western wisconsin home and she went missing, remains of missing albertain man found nearly a decade after - the remains of an albertain man who went for a walk in arizona on christmas eve in 2010 and never returned have been found, found 5 ancient alien planets nearly as old as the universe - five rocky alien worlds that are 80 percent as old as the universe have been discovered suggesting that earth size planets have been a feature of the, nearly definition and meaning collins english dictionary - nearly definition nearly is used to indicate that something is not quite the case or not completely the meaning pronunciation translations and, murder charges filed after young man reported missing - a 25 year old greensboro man is behind bars tuesday for his alleged role in the death of a young man who disappeared nearly three years ago police say, nearly 8 000 boy scout leaders have been accused of sexual - nearly 8 000 boy scout leaders have been accused of sexual abuse since 1944 researcher found, uss hornet shipwreck from wwii found in south pacific - wreck of long lost wwii aircraft carrier uss hornet found after 76 years nearly 17 500 feet under water for 76 years she lay on the ocean floor a quiet, nearly synonyms nearly antonyms thesaurus com - synonyms for nearly at thesaurus com with free online thesaurus antonyms and definitions find descriptive alternatives for nearly, for nearly two decades the nuclear launch code at all - today i found out that during the height of the cold war the us military put such an emphasis on a rapid response to an attack on american soil that to, metal iron nickel meteorite information - bottom line if you have a chunk of metal or a rock that contains metal and the metal contains 4 nickel ni then it is probably a meteorite, gigantic t rex skeleton found in canada is officially - updated measurements of a large fossil found in saskatchewan nearly 30 years ago confirm it as the world s largest known tyrannosaurus rex skeleton, recidivism national institute of justice - recidivism is one of the most fundamental concepts in criminal justice it refers to a person s relapse into criminal behavior often after receiving sanctions or, plastics other garbage found in ocean trench nearly 11 - new research published in the journal marine policy shows that humanity s garbage isn t just floating on the ocean surface where there might be some hope, dead sperm whale found in indonesia had ingested 6kg of - the dead sperm whale which washed ashore in indonesia had ingested nearly 6kg of plastic waste, plastic pollution could we have solved the problem nearly - plastic pollution could we have solved the problem nearly 50 years ago what if we d listened to the researchers who first warned us about plastic pollution in the,
nearly one third of the world's population is obese or - today 2.1 billion people nearly 30 of the world's population are either obese or overweight according to a new first of its kind analysis of trend data, china pulls nearly 6,000 dead pigs from shanghai river - officials say the number of dead pigs found in shanghai's Huangpu river has risen to nearly 6,000 amid online concern over water quality, gartner predicts a customer experience battlefield - the connected economy continues its path of creative destruction so much so that it is changing the nature of competition itself nearly all companies surveyed by, explorer victor vescovo found trash on pacific's mariana - the deepest dive by a human inside a submersible found man made garbage at the bottom of the mariana trench texas investor and explorer victor vescovo, nearly half of americans report feeling alone marketwatch - are you lonely if so you are not alone sleep deprived people feel lonelier and less inclined to engage with others according to a new study by, nearly natural 4855 sansevieria plant with black planter - some plants simply exude class and that's exactly the case with this wonderful sansevieria plant standing nearly three feet in height the lush green leaves point, built in bbq built in barbecue australia parkquip - parkquip australia has a variety of built in barbecue products suitable for brick in construction custom built enclosures pre fabricated cabinets, the rise and fall of cognitive skills mit news - neuroscientists from mit and massachusetts general hospital find that brain functions do not all peak at the same age, 482 hiring managers looked at nearly 20,000 r sum s and - most r sum coaches say your r sum shouldn't exceed a page especially if you're an entry level worker but new research suggests otherwise